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Market Sentiment: Enquiries 
to Sell 

• Enquiries to sell totaling: 
£2,116,470 

 
• Number of clients looking to sell 

increases by 25% 
 

• Sterling on a knife-edge ahead of 
General Election 

 
Buffeted by Brexit and a global economic 
slowdown, Sterling has had a wild ride in 2019. 

 
Intimately linked with the most dramatic turns in 
British politics , the sterling exchange rate is the 
most effective way of scything through rhetoric 
and understanding real world sentiment. It is also 
intimately linked to wine prices in the UK; as an 
export-driven market it has the same barometric 
effect. 

 
Investors will be carefully watching the polls. 
should a Conservative majority begin to appear 
likely, we would expect to see Sterling make quick 

 

gains. After such an elongated period of 
indecision, the certainty of some form of 
direction would stimulate a short term rally. 

 
Whether this is sustained as the Brexit deal is 
pushed through Parliament and Boris moves to 
discussions with Brussels, is less clear. 

 
This result would likely see wine prices fall, as the 
rallying pound would see stock become more 
expensive to overseas markets. In recent months, 
a distressed Sterling has just been enough to keep 
overseas buyers coming to the table, even with 
their own markets in turmoil. 

 
Against the backdrop of the Sino-US trade war, 
which Trump has escalated to include the EU, 
appetite has remained worryingly weak. In 
response, prices are falling on a weak Sterling. 
Any upside in Sterling will see these fall further. 

 
Enquiries to sell gained further momentum in 
response, many investors looking to fire sell and 
reduce exposure before the election result next 
month. 
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Market Sentiment: Sales 

• HK sale share increases by 19% 
 

• Continued unrest in HK dampens 
enthusiasm 

 
• UK sale share recedes 17%, US 

recedes 2% 
 
The protesting in Hong Kong has appeared 
more subdued this week which has provided a 
welcome relief for the fine wine market. 
 
This peace, which seems to have been born from 
general fatigue after the PolyU siege and 
transformed into genuine calm over the weekend, 
is key as we head into December. 

 
The effects of the protests continue to dampen 
sentiment, with a bleak outlook for the local 
economy as the city grapples with a recession 
caused by six months of increasingly violent 
protests, a slowing global economy and the US- 
China trade war. 

 
Greater concern now looms as the U.S and 
Trump appear to be lightly stoking tensions 
within Sino-US trade war, using the protests as an 
effective vehicle. Trump’s signing of new 
legislation has been recognised by Beijing as 
belligerent and will certainly not go unanswered, 
the ensuing posturing will likely see a delay to any 
progress in the short term. 

 
Meanwhile the Trump administration has slapped 
25 percent tariffs on French wine, Italian cheese 
and single-malt Scotch whisky, after the World 
Trade Organisation ruled that the US can impose 
tariffs over illegal EU subsidies to Airbus. 

 
This has seen US trade volumes recede almost 
completely, ceding a further 2% this month. The 
US wine trade appears to be choosing to exhaust 
internal supplies rather than address this newly 
imposed import conundrum head on. A short 

term fix but the future is likely to hold a rather 
unpleasant hike in the accepted pricing norms 
when it comes to importing fine wine. 
 
The result of the above is the perfect Macro- 
Economic storm for the wine trade, to the 
absolute benefit of the buyer. For those that are 
looking to purchase, the market makes for happy 
hunting. Distressed investors with short timelines 
has created an excess of top tier stock at 
extremely sharp prices. If you are looking to make 
some significant purchasing moves, now is the 
moment. 

 
As with all investing, the art is to pick the turn; 
any kind of move towards certainty post election 
will likely stimulate market activity, suggesting we 
may be nearing the bottom. 

 

Currency Corner: FX 
Decoded 

In the global fine wine market, relative currency 
strengths play a big part in performance. 

 
Red swatches show those currencies that have 
gained in value against the base currency; blue 
those that have fallen lower in value. 
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